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Since receiving autonomy from the OIG, the OIPM has sought investigatory and
subpoena power in order to hold the NOPD accountable without depending on the NOPD
for information.    

The OIPM currently has investigatory and subpoena power pursuant to Revised Statute
33:2339; however, it is limited to criminal and administrative violations related to the
secondary employment system.  Unfortunately, we learned in this year, that this was not
an actionable power since we did not have the funding or the infrastructure (MOU and
referral abilities) in order to build an investigatory team to complete the investigations
and have the investigations result in disciplinary action. This year, the OIPM was asked
to conduct multiple investigations by NOPD leadership, police associations, community
members, and City Council but had to decline these requests.  

Simultaneously, it became apparent that in order for the NOPD to reach compliance with
the Consent Decree, there needed to be a sustainable and independent mechanism to
handle investigations of rank and PIB conflicts.  The OIPM was identified by the Federal
Monitors as the appropriate agency since the OIPM is responsible for the oversight of
the NOPD. 

The OIPM included the goal of building our investigatory capacity in the OIPM 2022
Work Plan that was provided to the ERB, NOPD, the Mayor and City Council. 

Background of the
Ordinance 



Additionally, at the end of 2021, the OIPM started receiving legal
challenges to our ability to receive and protect confidential information. 
 The OIPM received subpoenas and public requests for the names and
identities of anonymous complainants.

The OIPM has refused to provide this information, but after conferring
with counsel, we have identified the need to have clear legal protection to
our confidential information to ensure the safety of those who report
officer misconduct. 

The OIPM included these goals in the OIPM 2022 Work Plan: 
(1) collaborating with the New Orleans City Council to determine the legal
protections necessary for the OIPM to continue to receive complaints of
officer misconduct, and 
(2) write an ordinance granting necessary legal protection.
  

Background of the
Ordinance 



Leadership and conflicts 
OIPM right of first refusal 
Duplicative investigations 
Need to amend OIPM creating statute 

The proposed ordinance has three parts:

Investigatory Power
Same investigatory power as the state statute, RS 33:2339, but instead of being
limited to just secondary employment, it would be expanded to all alleged criminal
and administrative misconduct within the NOPD.  Currently discussing:

Would require a MOU between NOPD and OIPM for operational elements and the
ability to refer investigations to the District Attorney's Office.  Does not grant
disciplinary power. 

Subpoena Power
Similar to RS 33:2339 but without the secondary employment limitation.  Only to be
used when there is a refusal to provide information or employee statements as
required. Still requires judicial approval. 

Legal protection to receive and maintain confidential information where
complainant safety or retaliation is a concern. 
  

 Proposed Ordinance 



Continue meeting with OCDM, Federal Judge, and City Council to
ensure Consent Decree Compliance. 
Creating investigatory model / plan

Put into place internal firewalls 
Create legally compliant templates 
Meet with Civil Service regarding timeline obligations under
Officer Bill of Rights

Enter into a MOU with NOPD 
Possibly MOU with DA
Create referral and assignment mechanisms with PIB 

Determine appropriate transparency and public reporting process.
Team Building and Preparation 

Hire investigatory and review staff
Train staff on how to conduct relevant and timely
investigations and case review reports
Buy all necessary equipment to conduct investigations

1.

2.
a.
b.
c.

3.
a.
b.

4.
5.

a.
b.

c.

 What Does This Mean
for OIPM 



How the OIPM is
Preparing

Met with the Federal Monitors and started determining how to construct this
ability to be compliant with the Consent Decree and continue to meet
regularly to discuss investigatory structure. 
Met with the CAO to discuss our budgetary needs to build our audit, data,
and investigatory teams. 
Met with NOPD leadership regarding investigatory structure and continue to
meet with leadership weekly to discuss as this process progresses. 
Met with City Council members and OIPM counsel to discuss the ordinance
and provide language. 
Prepared a budget that requests additional money to build the necessary
teams. 
Presented the budgetary ask to City Council on November 2, 2022.  This
budget will be voted on December 1, 2022. 
Starting researching national best practice regarding oversight agencies
with investigatory power and their disciplinary referral process to inform our
MOU. 

In preparation for this possibility of investigatory power, the OIPM:
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Prioritize Investigation, Audit, Review, Data
Capacity in 2023 Budget

Data, Auditing, and Technology Implementation
The OIPM reviews and aggregates data from complaints, investigations, and disciplinary proceedings and then
provides feedback to the NOPD and information to the public through recommendations for NOPD training, practice
and policy. The systems in place are deeply flawed and problematic. Historically, OIPM has not had the technology in
place to fulfill its role and responsibilities surrounding data. Based on our research, the OIPM anticipates the RFP
will be approximately $250,000 for 2023.  The data coordinator will cost $83,995 (including benefits).

Increase our role in the investigation and accountability of the Office of Police Secondary Employment
(OPSE) as legally required under La. R.S. 33:2339.  Under possible city council ordinances, the OIPM may
take on more investigatory responsibilities regarding the NOPD as well.  The OIPM would need to hire
investigators and train those individuals on how to conduct criminal and administrative investigations.

Investigation and Accountability 



2022 Approved Budget

Personnel
Services

Other Operating Total

$732,488 $308,926 1,041,414

2023 Budget Request

Personnel
Services

Other Operating Total

$1,318,734 $441,323 $1,761,057

OIPM Budget Recap
Pursuant to the OIPM ordinance, OIPM receives .16% of the general fund.  Due
to the pressing need to expand, the OIPM requested the additional allocation
of money to build our team and meet the needs of NOPD and the community.



Thank you.  

The OIPM welcomes questions and
comments.
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Since receiving autonomy from the OIG, the OIPM has sought investigatory and
subpoena power in order to hold the NOPD accountable without depending on the NOPD
for information.    


The OIPM currently has investigatory and subpoena power pursuant to Revised Statute
33:2339; however, it is limited to criminal and administrative violations related to the
secondary employment system.  Unfortunately, we learned in this year, that this was not
an actionable power since we did not have the funding or the infrastructure (MOU and
referral abilities) in order to build an investigatory team to complete the investigations
and have the investigations result in disciplinary action. This year, the OIPM was asked
to conduct multiple investigations by NOPD leadership, police associations, community
members, and City Council but had to decline these requests.  


Simultaneously, it became apparent that in order for the NOPD to reach compliance with
the Consent Decree, there needed to be a sustainable and independent mechanism to
handle investigations of rank and PIB conflicts.  The OIPM was identified by the Federal
Monitors as the appropriate agency since the OIPM is responsible for the oversight of
the NOPD. 


The OIPM included the goal of building our investigatory capacity in the OIPM 2022
Work Plan that was provided to the ERB, NOPD, the Mayor and City Council. 


Background of the
Ordinance 







Additionally, at the end of 2021, the OIPM started receiving legal
challenges to our ability to receive and protect confidential information. 
 The OIPM received subpoenas and public requests for the names and
identities of anonymous complainants.


The OIPM has refused to provide this information, but after conferring
with counsel, we have identified the need to have clear legal protection to
our confidential information to ensure the safety of those who report
officer misconduct. 


The OIPM included these goals in the OIPM 2022 Work Plan: 
(1) collaborating with the New Orleans City Council to determine the legal
protections necessary for the OIPM to continue to receive complaints of
officer misconduct, and 
(2) write an ordinance granting necessary legal protection.
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Leadership and conflicts 
OIPM right of first refusal 
Duplicative investigations 
Need to amend OIPM creating statute 


The proposed ordinance has three parts:


Investigatory Power
Same investigatory power as the state statute, RS 33:2339, but instead of being
limited to just secondary employment, it would be expanded to all alleged criminal
and administrative misconduct within the NOPD.  Currently discussing:


Would require a MOU between NOPD and OIPM for operational elements and the
ability to refer investigations to the District Attorney's Office.  Does not grant
disciplinary power. 


Subpoena Power
Similar to RS 33:2339 but without the secondary employment limitation.  Only to be
used when there is a refusal to provide information or employee statements as
required. Still requires judicial approval. 


Legal protection to receive and maintain confidential information where
complainant safety or retaliation is a concern. 
  


 Proposed Ordinance 







Continue meeting with OCDM, Federal Judge, and City Council to
ensure Consent Decree Compliance. 
Creating investigatory model / plan


Put into place internal firewalls 
Create legally compliant templates 
Meet with Civil Service regarding timeline obligations under
Officer Bill of Rights


Enter into a MOU with NOPD 
Possibly MOU with DA
Create referral and assignment mechanisms with PIB 


Determine appropriate transparency and public reporting process.
Team Building and Preparation 


Hire investigatory and review staff
Train staff on how to conduct relevant and timely
investigations and case review reports
Buy all necessary equipment to conduct investigations
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b.
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How the OIPM is
Preparing


Met with the Federal Monitors and started determining how to construct this
ability to be compliant with the Consent Decree and continue to meet
regularly to discuss investigatory structure. 
Met with the CAO to discuss our budgetary needs to build our audit, data,
and investigatory teams. 
Met with NOPD leadership regarding investigatory structure and continue to
meet with leadership weekly to discuss as this process progresses. 
Met with City Council members and OIPM counsel to discuss the ordinance
and provide language. 
Prepared a budget that requests additional money to build the necessary
teams. 
Presented the budgetary ask to City Council on November 2, 2022.  This
budget will be voted on December 1, 2022. 
Starting researching national best practice regarding oversight agencies
with investigatory power and their disciplinary referral process to inform our
MOU. 


In preparation for this possibility of investigatory power, the OIPM:
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Prioritize Investigation, Audit, Review, Data
Capacity in 2023 Budget


Data, Auditing, and Technology Implementation
The OIPM reviews and aggregates data from complaints, investigations, and disciplinary proceedings and then
provides feedback to the NOPD and information to the public through recommendations for NOPD training, practice
and policy. The systems in place are deeply flawed and problematic. Historically, OIPM has not had the technology in
place to fulfill its role and responsibilities surrounding data. Based on our research, the OIPM anticipates the RFP
will be approximately $250,000 for 2023.  The data coordinator will cost $83,995 (including benefits).


Increase our role in the investigation and accountability of the Office of Police Secondary Employment
(OPSE) as legally required under La. R.S. 33:2339.  Under possible city council ordinances, the OIPM may
take on more investigatory responsibilities regarding the NOPD as well.  The OIPM would need to hire
investigators and train those individuals on how to conduct criminal and administrative investigations.


Investigation and Accountability 







2022 Approved Budget


Personnel
Services


Other Operating Total


$732,488 $308,926 1,041,414


2023 Budget Request


Personnel
Services


Other Operating Total


$1,318,734 $441,323 $1,761,057


OIPM Budget Recap
Pursuant to the OIPM ordinance, OIPM receives .16% of the general fund.  Due
to the pressing need to expand, the OIPM requested the additional allocation
of money to build our team and meet the needs of NOPD and the community.







Thank you.  


The OIPM welcomes questions and
comments.








Recent Reports and Developments | Fall 2022


NEW ORLEANS OFFICE
OF INSPECTOR GENERAL


Inspector General, Edward Michel
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MEET THE CHIEFS


Alison Broyles was appointed Chief of Audit and Review. Patrice Rose was appointed Chief of Inspections
 and Evaluations.
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S&WB Employees Threatened a PEO on Social Media
CNO and S&WB Repair Coordination Audit
Department of Safety & Permits Inspections Audit
Dr. Webster Report


RECENT REPORTS
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INVESTIGATIONS


S&WB Employee Threatened a PEO on Social Media


The investigation into this matter was predicated on information received from Zepporiah Edmonds,
Parking Administrator, Department of Public Works (DPW), alleging that a S&WB employee
verbally threatened a City of New Orleans (City) Parking Enforcement Officer (PEO) via social
media posts for issuing a metered parking citation to a vehicle parked in the 600 block of St. Joseph
Street.


On March 23, 2022, David Callahan, Chief Administrative Officer, S&WB, sent an email to the City
of New Orleans Office of Inspector General (OIG) containing a letter from Callahan and six
photocopies of images he received from DPW. The six images appear to be screenshots of posts to a
social media platform. One of the images includes a portion of a metered parking citation issued in
the 600 block of St. Joseph Street, all of which he received from DPW.


9/27/2022
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INVESTIGATIONS


S&WB Employee Threatened a PEO on Social Media


May have violated the rules of the City’s Civil Service Commission, by posting threatening
messages on social media.


May have violated the S&WB Code of Ethics, by posting threatening messages on social media.


Violated City Code because she refused to cooperate with the OIG.


This investigation has determined that Mytrell Carter:


9/27/2022
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AUDIT
&


REVIEW


CNO and S&WB Repair Coordination Audit


 OIG auditors noted $10 million in change orders (plan changes) during construction for
the 8 projects tested. Conducting pre-bid inspection walkthroughs would have allowed the
City to include additional work in the original competitive bid to ensure the best price, as
well as reducing delays during construction.


S&WB’s Cass Works software, first implemented in 1991, was so outdated that the
software developer, RJN, stopped providing support around 2005. Because of Cass Works’
system limitations, it did not consistently provide accurate information. Therefore,
information provided to the City from Cass Works for coordinating JIRR Program
projects was not credible and the system should have been updated prior to coordinating a
$2 billion program with the City.


Finding 1: Coordination Policies and Procedures


Finding 2: S&WB Asset Management and Work Order Software


9/29/2022
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AUDIT
&


REVIEW


CNO and S&WB Repair Coordination Audit


The information provided to the public on RoadworkNOLA was limited to the estimated
start and end dates for the entire project, which often spanned many miles and various
neighborhoods. No information or timelines were provided specific to searched addresses
in neighborhoods impacted by stalled construction. 


Finding 3: Public Transparency 


The S&WB did not submit timely reimbursement requests to GOHSEP for all 54
applicable invoices tested, totaling $4,196,735. The S&WB did not reimburse the City
timely for any of the 98 invoices tested, totaling $8,133,147. 


Finding 4: S&WB Reimbursements to the City 


9/29/2022
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 The S&WB did not establish a budget or a timeframe for repaving open utility cuts,
resulting in a growing backlog of temporarily-filled utility cuts throughout the City.


Finding 5: S&WB Repaving Backlog







AUDIT 
&


REVIEW


Department of Safety and Permits Inspections Audit


City inspectors did not perform in-person inspections for 20% of the inspections selected for
review. 


City inspectors did not spend adequate time conducting inspections, spending ten minutes or
less for 40% of the inspections reviewed.


City inspectors did not upload required documentation into LAMA in violation of S&P policies
and procedures. 


The audit resulted in the following major findings: 


10/20/2022
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AUDIT 
&


REVIEW


Department of Safety and Permits Inspections Audit


 S&P management should update and enforce S&P policies and procedures in order to ensure
that City inspectors are conducting on-site inspections. S&P should also verify on a quarterly
basis that GPS is installed and working for all vehicles driven by City inspectors. (The OIG
found that GPS data was not available for all S&P vehicles reviewed.) 


·S&P should require that City inspectors complete an inspection checklist that details the
required steps necessary for each type of inspection. City inspectors should upload the checklist
into LAMA to document that a comprehensive inspection was conducted. 


S&P supervisors should perform regular quality checks to ensure City inspectors upload
required documentation into LAMA for all inspections.


The OIG made the following recommendations to the City:


10/20/2022
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INVESTIGATIONS


Allegations of Neglect of Duty, Misuse of City Property and
Abuse of Office by Kyshun Webster, Executive Director,
Juvenile Justice Intervention Center


CAO Policy Memorandum No. 83(R), effective June 17, 2020 - Standards of Behavior for City
Employees, Section II, General Standards, Paragraph (f); Neglect of Duty. 


CAO Policy Memorandum No. 83(R), effective June 17, 2020 - Standards of Behavior for City
Employees, Section II, General Standards, Paragraph (o); Misuse of City Property. 


Louisiana Code of Governmental Ethics, LA R.S. 42:1116 - Paragraph (A); Abuse of Office. 


In addition, Kyshun Webster failed to adhere to JJIC Security Protocols by avoiding security
screening.


As detailed in the Report of Investigation released October 7th, 2022, the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) determined that former Juvenile Justice Intervention Center (JJIC) Executive
Director Kyshun Webster may have violated:


10/31/2022
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INVESTIGATIONS


Allegations of Neglect of Duty, Misuse of City Property and
Abuse of Office by Kyshun Webster, Executive Director,
Juvenile Justice Intervention Center


We were able to determine Dr. Webster reported for duty 13 times in 12 months.


Dr. Webster admitted to not complying with security protocols to include utilizing his
electronic access card as well as by passing the magnetometer at the jail.


 Instructed jail personnel to transport his personal dog utilizing JJIC vehicles while on JJIC
duty.


JJIC is a sub-sector of the CI Sector / Sector designation is critical to our security / incapacity
would have a devastating impact.


10/31/2022
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Audit & Review
Investigations
Inspections & Evaluations


DEPARTMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
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Audit & Review Investigations Inspections &
Evaluations


Departments


The New Orleans OIG is functionally composed of Legal Affairs and Administration;
Government Performance, which includes the Division of Inspection and Evaluation;


Government Integrity, which includes the Investigations and Audit Divisions.


Government Integrity Government Performance
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The Audit and Review Division conducts financial audits,
attestations, compliance, and performance audits of City programs
and operations.  Auditors test for appropriate internal controls and
compliance with laws, regulations and other requirements.


Audit & Review


Orleans Parish Communications District (OPCD) Expenditures


Wisner Fund - Audit to examine effectiveness of continuing the
trust in perpetuity.


Short Term Rentals - We discovered several violations of operation
that are in need of corrections / also generate income from the city
in terms of fines levied for violations.


The Audit and Review Division has the following projects in process:
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Investigations


The Investigations Division conducts criminal and administrative investigations involving City
of New Orleans employees, contractors, and vendors that receive City funds. Investigators also
work with local, state, and federal partners to conduct joint investigations. The Investigations
Division is also available to provide fraud awareness training to City employees and to engage in
other outreach programs with businesses and citizens.
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Investigations - September Highlights


Published a ROI concerning Sewerage & Water Board Employee threatening a City Parking Enforcement Officer on social media .


Issued a letter and related documents to the Assessor’s Office concerning eight (8) residential properties which continued to receive a
homestead exemption and senior freeze reduction despite the listed homeowner reportedly being deceased.  The total number of
residential properties submitted for 2022 is 59.  Assessor’s Office acknowledged receipt of the letter.


Issued a Request for Documents to the Department of Public Works regarding parking citations.


Issued a Request for Documents to the Information Technology and Innovation Department.


Issued a Request for Documents to the City Attorney regarding Financial Disclosure Statements.


Issued four (4) referral letters to Sewerage & Water Board concerning allegations of employee misconduct concerning take-home
vehicles. Reviewed GPS Data / inactivity at one location for prolonged hours ; determined location was the employees residences.
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Investigations - October Highlights


Issued two (2) Requests for Documents to the Information Technology and Innovation Department
Issued a Request for Documents to the Chief Administrative Officer.


Issued a Request for Documents to Property Management for outside employer authorization forms on file.


Issued a Request for Documents to Sewerage & Water Board for employee listings.


Issued a letter and related documents to the Assessor’s Office concerning ten (10) residential properties which continued to receive a
homestead exemption and senior freeze reduction despite the listed homeowner reportedly being deceased.  The total number of
residential properties submitted for 2022 is 69.  Assessor’s Office acknowledged receipt of the letter.
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Inspections & Evaluations


The Inspections and Evaluations Division works to increase the efficiency,
effectiveness, transparency, and accountability of City programs, agencies, and
operations.  Evaluators conduct independent, objective, empirically based and
methodically sound inspections, evaluations, and performance reviews.


New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) Violent Crime Response
Analysis - To assess NOPDS response to violent crime in relation to best
practices and standard industries.


CNO Employee Time and Attendance Reporting


EMD Fuel Dispensing Follow-Up


The Inspections & Evaluations Division has the following projects in process:
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Ciolino Notes of November 21, 2022, ERB Meeting at City Hall.

1. Call to order at 3:32 pm

a. Present all but Wanda Brooks.

b. Sanders no longer on board.

2. Approval of minutes of last meeting. Approved unanimously.

3. OIG Report

a. Ed Michel for office.

b. Spoke from slides (attached).

i. Ms. Doucette asked about employee who failed to come to work. Mr. Michel clarified how the lack of attendance was determined.

ii. Ms. Calderon asked about change orders and preconstruction walkthroughs. Michel clarified there should have been better coordination with all concerned participants.

iii. Ms. Calderon asked about current state of personnel in OIG. Michel said he hired 3 investigators, 3 evaluators, 2 interns, 1 office manager and 1 auditor. The office has 19 employees.

1. However, there are 3 high-level positions that are not filled by choice because there were too many supervisors and too few employees. 

2. It has taken a long time to hire people. The biggest challenge has been the residency requirement and low pay. This is in part a problem because of civil service pay schedules.

3. Also, many applicants did not pass background checks due to convictions and bankruptcies.

4. Ms. Calderon asked about the general counsel position. Michel stated that he hired a lawyer 3 months ago and he is doing well.

iv. Mr. Cowan asked about slide 8. He asked about whether referrals were made to law enforcement. He responded that there were several issues at the Hard Rock site where inspectors falsely stated that they were on site at the location when they were not. OIG recommended malfeasance and falsifying public records investigations. These recommendations are being considered by the DA. 

v. Mr. Cowan asked what the plan will be if the DA does not act. Michel responded that there are 2 years left before the charges prescribe. So, he has plenty of time and there is ample evidence of criminal activity.

4. OIPM Report

a. Stella Cziment and Boncyle Sukundbi.

b. Monthly report (attached).

i. Month was very “community facing.”

ii. National police brutality week offered opportunity for community outreach on two separate days.

iii. Noted that her office produced three reports that received very little media attention. However, she hopes that they will result in changes at NOPD. She will report about this in her annual report.

iv. Noted that her office has monitored interviews for lieutenant positions.

v. Noted that her office has conducted public forums on consent decree issues.

vi. Ms. Callia asked about total number of employees. 

c. Discussion of the proposed ordinance relating to investigatory issues.

i. Ciolino gave background as to why this issue was placed on the agenda for today.

ii. Ms. Cziment apologized for not informing ERB earlier.

iii. Ms. Doucette asked when this ordinance began to be considered. SC responded that during the summer council members asked her office to investigate various issues. OIPM said that late July or August was the beginning of these discussions. Learned on October 21st that the council would take up the ordinance; that was date of first read was October 25th.

iv. Ms. Doucette clarified that what the ERB now has is a draft that is in flux.

v. SC spoke from the attached slides. Essentially repeated substance of each file.

vi. Mr. Jefferson asked how many new employees would be required if ordinance is adopted. SC responded that she needs 2 to start investigatory work; she needs 7 total to do the work required.

vii. Mr. Cowan clarified that the investigatory power would be over the entire NOPD—not just NOPD details. What happens to PIB? CS: PIB would still exist, but OIPM would do high level investigations; OIPM would also have a right of first refusal on investigations. 

viii. Mr. Cowan said “thanks” for the heads up on this and the apologies. Noted that when a public body makes a big decision like this, need to think about larger issues. Biggest issue is “independent.” Did you think about that? CS, yes, we already get money from General Fund. CS said we don’t believe it will influence independence. We will implement referral mechanisms, such as prohibiting the council from making referrals.

ix. Mr. Cowan noted that the ERB must protect independence of these two offices. CS said that to protect that all referrals must be from nonelected officials.

x. Ms. Doucette asked whether the referral mechanism was in the ordinance. CS said “no,” but that will be included in the MOU.

xi. Ms. Calderon said she too has a concern about nothing being in the ordinance to protect the independence relating to referrals. If you have to get money from the council every year, that could affect independence.

xii. CS noted that the office is considering pursuing an increase in the protected percentage of the general operating fund to deal with the increased demands that will be put on her office post consent decree. The CAO and the council have said that they want the “power and ability” to do the investigatory work, then they will consider more permanent funding.

xiii. Ms. Callia asked whether this ordinance would have passed if the ERB did not ask it to be put on hold. CS said “no.” Still waiting on feedback from federal monitors and others.

xiv. Ms. Doucette asked what the timeline is. CS said that Morell wants it on the agenda for December 1st to be voted on. CS said we can ask that it be slowed down, but Morell moves very quickly.

xv. Ms. Calderon asked what role NOPD has played in this legislative process? CS said that NOPD has been involved in these discussions all along. NOPD has met with Morell on many instances. NOPD has presented its concerns. NOPD is very supportive of the ordinance. 

xvi. Ms. Doucette noted that the effective date of this ordinance appears to line up with a proposed investigation of the mayor’s security detail. CS said that they are proposing a 6 month ramp up period. CS said that her office declined to investigate officer Vappe, but that she is monitoring it very closely. So, by the time the new investigatory policies are in place, the Vappe investigation will be over.

xvii. CS also noted that her office would not undertake any use of force investigations.

xviii. Ms. Callia noted that she would have to go to the Council every year? CS confirmed that she would. CS said that she is not “comfortable” setting up a department without a guarantee of funding.

xix. Ms. Calderon said that this is moving very quickly. She would like this slowed down to allow Morrell to share his thoughts with the ERB.

xx. OIPM noted that they have budgetary needs with our without the ordinance. We still need additional funding no matter what.

xxi. CS we have met with the CAO about funding the work that her office will need to do the post-consent decree work. The .16 is not sustainable moving forward given the work that needs to be done. 

xxii. Mr. Cowan asked whether the budgetary request will be granted by the city? She has been told that it will be a “positive” outcome by those involved with the budget process.

xxiii. CS said this is a chicken and the egg problem. You can’t wait to get out of the consent decree without the infrastructure in the OIPM.

xxiv. Mr. Ciolino expressed concerns about financial independence and that the budgetary cycle seems to be driving the schedule for the adoption of the ordinance. He suggested the monetary discussions should be about increasing the dedicated percentage to maintain independence.

xxv. Ms. Calderon suggested that the board has no control over the process, but the board should consider a resolution to link investigatory powers to dedicated funding.

xxvi. Ms. Doucette asked for the view of OIPM on the timing of such a resolution.

xxvii. Ms. Doucette noted that there is a concern about the concurrence of the request for the ordinance and the council’s desire to investigate the mayor’s bodyguard, Vappe.

xxviii. Ms. Calderon noted that she has concerns about OIPM going to the council for funding on a fast track along with the ordinance.

xxix. Mr. Cowan noted that we are all working toward the same goal. In reality, the budget will be passed and the ordinance will go through.

xxx. Ms. Calderon noted that the problem is the process is on a fast track. We are concerned about independence.

xxxi. SC noted that her office will get

xxxii. Calderon: Move that OIPM not be given additional investigatory powers until funded by city charter. Vote was unanimous on resolution to amend agenda to include resolution on agenda. Vote was unanimous on resolution.

xxxiii. Ciolino will type up letter with content of resolution and send to council and mayor’s office.

5. Monthly report of Ethics Trainer.

a. Liaison award recipient is _______. She is the assistant chief manager in human resources in CAO’s office. She had 100% compliance in her office. She has been doing liaison work since 2013.

b. Monthly report in writing.

6. Report of Executive Administrator.

a. No new complaints.

b. Attended budget hearings.

7. Vote on Katie Triplett for ERB appointment to QARAC. Seconded. Unanimously voted on.

8. Matter for executive session deferred to next meeting. Unanimous.

9. Vote on ERB chair. Callia nominated to fill unexpired term of former-chairperson Sanders. Unanimously voted in the affirmative.

10. Vote on vice-chair. Mr. Jefferson voted unanimously.

11. Motion to adjourn. Unanimous. Adjourned at 5:45 pm.
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